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Background: Increasing evidence suggests that long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acid (LCPUFA) availability in utero could program later health of the offspring. The aim of this study was to explore the association between maternal LCPUFA concentrations throughout gestation and offspring cardiometabolic risk factors at age 7. 
Methods: Data of 242 mother-child pairs from the Maastricht Essential Fatty Acid Birth (MEFAB) cohort were used. Multi-variable linear regression analysis was applied to identify associations between maternal LCPUFA concentrations around weeks 11, 22 and 32 of pregnancy and at time of delivery and cardiometabolic risk factors of their offspring at age 7: body composition, glucose metabolism, blood lipids and blood pressure. 
Results: Dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid (DGLA; 20:3n-6) throughout gestation was associated with higher offspring BMI and waist circumference at age 7. The associations were strongest with DGLA levels at delivery: for every 1% increase in the relative amount of DGLA at delivery, there was a 0.62 kg/m2 (95% CI: 0.18, 0.94) increase in BMI and a 1.48 cm (95% CI: 0.56, 2.39) increase in waist circumference. Higher eicosapentaenoic acid (20:5n-3) at week 11 of pregnancy was associated with reduced glucose levels (B= -0∙34 mmol/L; 95%CI: -0∙56,-0∙12) at age 7, while higher 3-docosapentaenoic acid (22:5n-3) at week 11 was associated with higher total and low-density-lipoprotein cholesterol (B= 1∙23 mmol/L; 95%CI: 0∙45,2∙01 and B= 1∙12 mmol/L; 95%CI: 0∙42,1∙82). Osbond acid (22:5n-6) at week 22 was associated with diastolic blood pressure at age 7 (B= 16∙86 mmHg; 95%CI: 7∙63,26∙08 and B= 17∙75 mmHg), and higher linoleic acid (18:2n-6) at time of delivery was associated with increased proinsulin levels (B= 0∙25 pmol/L; 95%CI: 0∙08,0∙41).
Conclusion: Our findings suggest that prenatal LCPUFA play a role in childhood adiposity and metabolic risk. The programming effect of LCPUFA can start as early as the first trimester of gestation and continue throughout the intrauterine life. Further follow-up evaluation of this cohort will shed more light on the long-term effect of early fatty acid exposure on later cardiometabolic risk.

